
Abstract - In this paper we study the energy efficiency
and channel efficiency of TDMA MAC protocol scheduling
mechanisms. Most MAC protocols are based on phase
grouping that basically has three phases in a frame:
uplink, downlink and reservation. We propose a new
mechanism in which we have multiple uplink and downlink
phases. These phases are grouped per mobile in a frame.
Although this has a negative effect on the capacity of the
channel, it allows the mobile to turn the power off from the
wireless interface for a longer period. We made this choice
since in a mobile multimedia environment it is more
important that connections have a certain QoS, than
highest possible bandwidth. We present an analysis in
which these two basic mechanisms are compared in respect
to bandwidth efficiency and energy efficiency. We have
developed and implemented a novel MAC protocol based
on mobile grouping that provides Quality of Service (QoS)
support for diverse traffic types.

I. INTRODUCTION

The energy consumption of portable computers like
PDAs and laptops is a limiting factor in the amount of
functionality that can be placed in these devices. The
wireless network interface of a mobile computer consumes
a significant fraction of the total energy consumed by a
mobile computer. More extensive and continuous use of
network services will aggravate this problem. Energy
efficiency can be improved at various layers of the
communication protocol stack. However, even today,
research is still focused on performance and (low power)
circuit design. There has been substantial research in the
hardware aspects of mobile communications energy-
efficiency, such as low-power electronics, power-down
modes, and energy efficient modulation. Due to
fundamental physical limitations though, progress towards

further energy-efficiency will become mostly an
architectural and software-level issue.

The context of this paper is data link-level
communication protocols for wireless networks which
provide multimedia services to mobile users. Portable
devices have severe constraints on the size, the energy
consumption, and the communication bandwidth available,
and are required to handle many classes of data transfer
over a limited bandwidth wireless connection, including
delay sensitive, real-time traffic such as speech and video.
Our approach is driven by two major factors. The first
factor is that the design should be energy-efficient since the
mobiles typically have limited energy capacity. The second
factor is that it should provide support for multiple traffic
types, with appropriate Quality of Service levels for each
type. The aim is to meet the required QoS, while
minimising the required amount of energy.

The notion of QoS over a wireless link has been the
focus of much recent research, and several scheduling
algorithms have been proposed (e.g. [5][6][16][17][21]).
Access protocols for these systems typically only address
network performance metrics such as throughput,
efficiency, and packet delay (e.g. [1][2][7][9][10][13]).
However, thus far, little attention is given to energy
conserving protocols, and researchers mainly focuses their
effort on energy reduction by circuit design. Very recently
there is a growing interest in energy-efficient design,
although mainly concentrating on Medium Access Control
(MAC) and link-layer energy reduction techniques
([3][4][11][12][18][19][20][23][24]).

In this paper we present a MAC scheduling principle
for a TDMA system that does not provide the most
efficient bandwidth utilisation, but reduces significantly the
energy consumption that is needed for the mobile to
communicate. We believe that this is a valid choice since in
a mobile multimedia environment it is more important that
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connections have a certain QoS, than pure raw bandwidth.
Performance sufficiency and energy efficiency have
become the predominant platform requirements for battery-
powered mobile multimedia computing devices [15].

II. ENERGY DISSIPATION IN WIRELESS

COMMUNICATION

A significant part of the power consumption needed for
wireless communication is due to the wireless interface, the
transceiver. Typically, the transceiver can be in five modes
(see Figure 1); in order of increasing energy consumption
these are: off, sleep, idle, receive, and transmit. In transmit
mode, the device is transmitting data; in receive mode, the
receiver is receiving data; in idle mode, it is doing neither,
but the transceiver circuit is still powered and ready to
receive or transmit; in sleep mode, the transceiver circuitry
is powered down, although in some implementations a
small amount of circuitry is still listening for incoming
transmissions.

idleoff sleep

receive

transmit

Figure 1: Typical operating modes of a wireless modem.

A wide variety of reasons for unessential energy
consumption exist. These reasons include the overhead of
the protocol, the high error rate on wireless channels, the
inactivity threshold time after which a radio will enter a
low energy consuming operation mode, the need to receive
messages, the occurrence of collisions, and the turnaround
time between various operating modes. The data link layer,
and in particular the Medium Access Control protocol, can
alleviate these problems significantly. In [8] the causes of
unessential energy consumption and main principles of
energy-efficient MAC protocol design have been explored
in more detail. In this paper we concentrate on ways to
reduce the effect of turnaround time, and on minimising the
time a radio needs to be in high power mode (idle, receive,
transmit).

There are basically three effects that contribute to the
required energy for a transition from sleep to transmission
or reception:

1. the required time and energy to change the operating
mode from sleep to idle.

2. the required time and energy the interface has to be
either in idle, receive and transmit mode, but is not

transmitting or receiving actual data. This is the
overhead required to initiate and terminate the actual
transmission. This time includes the required gap
(guard time), interfacing delay, preamble, and the
postamble.

3. the required time and energy to switch to the sleep
mode after transmission or reception.

We assume the wireless physical header and trailer to
be a fact that cannot be changed or improved with a MAC
protocol, although the protocol can try to minimise the
number of times that these are required.

The overhead introduced in the physical layer can be
significant, e.g. for WaveLAN [22] it can be up to virtual
58.25 bytes (i.e. the time normally 58.25 bytes could have
been sent) (for guard space (in which the silence level is
measured), interfacing delay (required to synchronise to the
internal slotsync moments), preamble and postamble, see
Figure 2). Moreover, with this interface that has a
throughput of 2 Mbit/s, a transition time from sleep to idle
of 250 µs already takes virtually 62.5 bytes (500 bits). The
power consumption of the WaveLAN modem when
transmitting is typical 1675 mW, 1425 mW when
receiving, and 80 mW when in sleep mode (according to
the specs [22]). Minimising the on time of the radio will
thus significantly improve the energy efficiency of wireless
communication.

payloadpreamble

post-
amble

292 bits 4 bits46 bits

Interface
delay
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Sleep -> active
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Signal transmission

Required per packet

Figure 2: WaveLAN physical layer block format.

This also shows that efficient data transmission (in
terms of channel utilisation and energy consumption) can
only be achieved if the amount of data that is transmitted in
one burst is not too small. Scheduling traffic into bursts in
which a mobile can continuously transmit or receive data –
possibly bundled for different connections –, can reduce
the number of transitions. Notice, however, that there is a
trade-off with QoS parameters like delay and jitter.

To be fully effective, both the base station and the
mobile must be synchronised [14]. When the base-station
and mobile are synchronised in time, the mobile can go in
standby or off mode, and wake up just in time to
communicate with the base-station. The application
running on a mobile with the least tolerable delay
determines the frequency by which a mobile needs to turn
its receiver on.



III. ENERGY-EFFICIENT TRAFFIC

SCHEDULING

In this study we concentrate on Time Division Multiple
Access (TDMA) schemes where a base-station co-ordinates
access to one or more channels for mobiles in its cell. The
channels can be individual frequencies in FDMA, time
slots in TDMA, or orthogonal codes or hopping patterns in
case of spread-spectrum. Hybrid TDMA/CDMA schemes
benefit from both the capacity of TDMA schemes to handle
high bit-rate packet-switched services, and the flexibility of
CDMA techniques that allow smooth coexistence of
different types of traffic [1].

Definitions

In TDMA a channel is divided into slots, and these slots
are grouped into frames. The payload transmitted in one
physical block is referred to as packet, and can span
multiple slots (see Figure 2). We concentrate on a system
with QoS provisions. In these systems mobiles can reserve
resources (slots) for connections. A QoS manager
(typically located on the base-station) receives transmission
requests from the mobiles. The key to providing QoS for
these connections will be the scheduling algorithm that
assigns the bandwidth.

The QoS manager establishes, maintains and releases
wireless connections between the base-station and the
mobile and also provides support for handover and
mobility services. Multimedia networking requires at least
a certain minimum QoS and bandwidth allocation for
satisfactory application performance. This minimum QoS
requirement has a wide dynamic range depending on the
user’s quality expectations, application usage modes, and
application’s tolerance to degradation. In addition, some
applications can gracefully adapt to sporadic network
congestion while still providing acceptable performance.

The slot scheduler assigns bandwidth for connections.
A schedule is broadcast to all mobiles so that they know
when they should transmit or receive data. This schedule is
called Traffic Control Slot (TCS). The slot scheduler is
designed to preserve the admitted connections as much as
possible within the negotiated connection QoS parameters.

Frame scheduling

In general we can distinguish three different phases:
uplink phases, downlink phases, and reservation phases. In
downlink phases the base station transmits data to the
mobiles, and in uplink phases the mobiles transmit data to
the base station. In the reservation phase mobiles can
request new connections. In almost all MAC protocols a
frame basically is divided into these three phases

concatenated. We will refer to this mechanism as phase
grouping.

An alternative approach is to have in principle similar
phases, but not grouped together in a frame according to
the phase, but grouped together according to the mobile
involved. The uplink and downlink phase of one mobile are
grouped.  So, as a result we will have in general multiple
uplink and downlink phases in one frame. We will refer to
this mechanism as mobile grouping.
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Figure 3: Grouping strategies in a transmission frame.

Figure 3 depicts the two grouping strategies. The upper
figure shows a phase-grouping transmission frame, and the
lower figure shows a mobile-grouping transmission frame.

Both strategies have positive and negative implications.
Mobile grouping strives to minimise the power
consumption, while phase grouping strives for an optimal
channel utilisation.

In the mobile grouping strategy the slot-scheduler tries
to group the transmissions and receptions of a mobile as
much as possible according to the service classes, QoS and
current load. Grouping of uplink and downlink traffic for
one mobile implicates that there is some space between
sending and receiving to allow the transceiver to switch its
operating mode from sending to receiving (i.e. guard space,
preamble, postamble). This has a negative effect on the
capacity of the wireless channel. The advantage is that it
allows the mobile (i.e. the radio device) to turn its power
off for a longer period, and that it makes less operating-
mode transitions. If we would, in contrast to the mobile
grouping of uplink and downlink traffic, group the
downlink traffic from the base-station to all mobiles (phase
grouping), then the space between sending and receiving
that is required for mobile grouping, is not present for the



downlink traffic. This is the reason why the available
bandwidth of mobile grouping is less than the available
bandwidth in phase grouping. Most MAC protocols group
the traffic from the base-station, mainly because of its
efficient use of the available bandwidth. However, there are
consequences of phase grouping related to the energy
consumption:

1) With phase grouping, the mobile is in general forced
to receive the complete downlink packet, and will
ignore the data not destined for the mobile. The
receiver of the mobile must be on for a longer period
(i.e. during the whole downlink period because it
needs to synchronise using the preamble of the radio
packet)1. If the radio would be capable of
synchronising during the transmission of a downlink
packet, then the mobile might be able to power down
during non-relevant parts of the downlink phase.

2) The period between two operations is too small to
enter sleep mode. This period is determined by the
time needed to enter sleep mode (Tsleep) and the time
needed to wake-up (Twake-up). This is shown in the
upper part of Figure 3 where Mobile 2 cannot enter
sleep mode after reception of the downlink packet, but
is forced to idling. Because the operating modes of
phase grouping for a mobile are spread in the frame,
the power-mode transition times Tsleep to enter sleep
mode, and Twake-up to wake from sleep mode limits the
time a mobile can stay in sleep mode.

Both effects lead to higher energy consumption for the
mobile. This shows that there is a trade-off between
performance (channel efficiency) and energy consumption.
The energy gained with mobile grouping depends on 1) the
amount of data in the downlink phase that is not destined to
the mobile, but must be received by the radio device
because it is present in the downlink transmission frame.
And 2) the amount of time between receiving the downlink
packet and the uplink packet. Only when this time exceeds
the time required to enter sleep mode (Tsleep) plus the time
needed to wake-up (Twake-up), energy can be saved.
Otherwise, it is more profitable for the mobile to remain
idle, waiting for its time to transmit its uplink packet.

In the next section we will provide a quantitative
analysis of the channel efficiency and energy efficiency of
the two strategies.

                                                          
1 A power-optimised network interface could stop receiving

the downlink packet after it has received data for mobile 2, and
thus also enter sleep mode. In this case the downlink schedule
order determines the amount of data to be received.

IV. ANALYSIS

We will now evaluate the effects of mobile grouping on
the available bandwidth and on the energy consumption.
We will compare this with the phase grouping mechanism.
The properties of interest are:

TCS The size of the Traffic Control Slot.

O The overhead needed to transmit a packet. The
overhead O consists of the overhead when the
interface must be idle Oidle (required for guard
space and interfacing delay), plus the overhead Op

that is required for preamble and postamble. The
interfacing delay is caused by two factors. First,
the delay caused by the wireless interface to
synchronise to its internal syncslots. Second, we
have an additional delay because we must also
synchronise to the time slots that the MAC
protocol uses. We assume that the MAC protocol
uses fixed time slots, but since each packet is not a
multiple of this slot size (because of the overhead
in the wireless interface) we need to incorporate a
delay with an average length of the size of a time
slot divided by two.

Tsw This is the time needed by the wireless interface to
enter sleep mode Tsleep plus the time Twake-up

needed to wakeup from sleep mode to an active
mode (idle, receive or transmit).

C The number of bytes used for the reservation
phase (collision phase).

Ototal The total overhead in a frame that is introduced to
transmit the actual data over the wireless link.

F The size of a transmission frame.

TD The total size available for a mobile to transmit
data packets. This can be expressed with:

TD = F - Ototal

D The size of a packet (uplink and downlink) used
by a mobile. We assume that the whole frame is
used, and that all mobiles have an equal share.
The size of an uplink and a downlink packet is
thus dependent on the number of mobiles using
the frame. It can be expressed with:

D = TD / 2M

M The number of mobiles, each with uplink and
downlink packets.

All properties can be expressed in bytes. When a
property is related to time, then we use the virtual overhead



that expresses the number of bytes the wireless channel can
transmit in that time.

In our analysis we will assume that each mobile has
both uplink and downlink connections that both have
similar bandwidth requirements. We further assume a
packet length that allows a mobile to enter sleep mode.
Thus, the packet length is greater than Tsw.

Analysis phase grouping

Figure 4 shows a typical phase grouping transmission
frame with three mobiles, each using downlink and uplink
packets.

Phase-grouping transm ission frame
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Figure 4: Phase grouping transmission frame

In general we have M mobiles, each with uplink and
downlink packets. The total overhead Ototal can be
expressed with:

Ototal = O + TCS + M.O + O + C

or,

Ototal = TCS + (M+2).O + C

We will now determine the total time a mobile can
enter sleep mode. This time can be used to evaluate the
energy a mobile consumes for its wireless interface.

We assume that a mobile is required to receive the
whole downlink packet from the base station. Whether a
mobile is able to transmit its uplink packet depends on the
schedule made by the base station. In our analysis we
evaluate the sleep period of a mobile that is scheduled as
second in the uplink phase (e.g. Mobile 2 in Figure 4). We
can then divide the uplink period in three phases: pre-
uplink, uplink (in which the mobile transmits its data), and
post-uplink.

When there is just one mobile, we do not have a pre-
uplink phase. The mobile can only sleep in the contention
phase. The total sleep time Tsleep-period of the mobile in this
situation is:

Tsleep-period (M=1)  = O + C - Tsw

When there are more mobiles, then we have all phases.
The pre-uplink sleep period is:

Tsleep-pre = (D + O) - Tsw

The post-uplink sleep period is the time in which the
remaining (M-2) data packets from the other mobiles are
sent:

Tsleep-post = (D + O) . (M-2) - Tsw

Together with the collision phase this gives a total sleep
time for M > 1:

Tsleep-period (M>1)  = (D + O) - Tsw  +

(D + O) . (M-2)+ O + C - Tsw

Thus:

 (D + O) . (M-1) + O + C – 2 Tsw

sleep-period

 O + C – Tsw M = 1

M > 1

Analysis mobile grouping

We will now evaluate mobile grouping using the same
assumptions as applied for phase grouping. Figure 5 gives
an example of a mobile grouping transmission frame.
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Figure 5: Mobile grouping transmission frame

In general we have M mobiles, each with uplink and
downlink packets. The total overhead Ototal can be
expressed with:

Ototal = O + TCS + O + 2M.O + O + C

or,

Ototal = TCS + (2M+3).O + C

We can divide the uplink period in three phases: pre-
uplink, uplink (in which the mobile transmits its data), and
post-uplink.

When there is just one mobile, then we do not have a
pre-uplink phase. The mobile can only sleep in the
contention phase. The total sleep time Tsleep-period of the
mobile in this situation is:

Tsleep-period (M=1)  = O + C - Tsw



When there are more mobiles, then we have all phases.
The pre-uplink sleep period is:

Tsleep-pre = (2 D + O) - Tsw

The post-uplink sleep period is the time in which the
remaining (M-2) data packets from the other mobiles are
sent:

Tsleep-post = 2 (D + O) . (M-2) - Tsw

Together with the collision phase this gives a total sleep
time for M > 1:

Tsleep-period (M>1)  = (2 D + O) - Tsw  +

2 (D + O) . (M-2) +O + C –  Tsw

Thus:

 (2M –2) D  –  2 Tsw + (2M-2)O + C
sleep-period

 O + C – Tsw M = 1

M > 1

Evaluation

We will now apply to these equations the characteristics
of the WaveLAN modem together with some assumptions
for some of the MAC protocol parameters. Note that the
numbers mentioned are derived from an implementation
with a WaveLAN modem of a MAC protocol using the
mobile grouping strategy (see Section 0).

F 2544 bytes with a frame rate (f) of 100 Hz, and
5088 bytes with a frame rate of 50 Hz (assuming a
transmission rate of 2 Mb/s)

TCS 53 bytes. (one ATM cell)

O 71 bytes. (Op = 37 bytes, Oidle =  22 bytes. The
internal time slots are 24 bytes, which results in an
average synchronisation delay of 12 bytes )

C 53 bytes. (one ATM cell)

Tsw 73 bytes (Tsleep=10 bytes, Twake-up=63 bytes)

The results are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. Figure
6 shows the total overhead Ototal caused by the two
mechanisms. As expected, phase grouping induces a
smaller overhead than mobile grouping. When there are
many mobiles using the frame (both in the uplink and in
the downlink direction), then the overhead constitutes a
significant part of the total available bandwidth (e.g.
approx. 68% for mobile grouping and approx. 39% for
phase grouping with 10 mobiles and a frame rate of 100
Hz). The figure also shows the percentage of overhead
incurred with two different frame rates (and thus two
different frame sizes). We evaluated a frame rate of 50 Hz

and of 100 Hz. A lower frame rate (larger frame size)
decreases the overhead. This reduces the overhead that is
required to transmit a certain amount of data, but increases
the latency.
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Figure 6: Overhead vs. number of mobiles as a function
of frame rate.

When we look at the consequences for energy
consumption, mobile grouping performs better. This is
shown in Figure 7. The on time per mobile is shorter (or in
other words, the sleep period per mobile is larger) when
using mobile grouping compared to phase grouping. For
example, with 10 mobiles and a frame rate of 100 Hz, the
on time of the mobile’s network interface is decreased
from approx. 44% with phase grouping to approx. 24%
with mobile grouping.
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Figure 7: On time per mobile versus number of mobiles
as a function of frame rate.

The figure shows that the on time is already
significantly reduced with a small number of mobiles. The
difference between mobile grouping and phase grouping is
larger when the frame rate is decreased.

As the overhead increases with the number of mobiles
using the wireless channel, mobile grouping seems
particularly attractive for systems with a small cell size
(e.g. pico-cellular with the size of an office-room). In these
systems the number of mobiles in one cell will in general
be small, and the available bandwidth high. Mobile



grouping strategy will then have a small overhead while
allowing a large sleep period.

Note that the assumptions we have made are
conservative for two reasons. First, we assumed that the
whole frame is used. If this is not the case, then the sleep
period can be larger. However, when using phase grouping,
a mobile is in general forced to receive the whole downlink
packet, and cannot enter sleep mode in that phase; whereas
mobile grouping only needs to receive the TCS. Second,
we assumed that the amount of uplink traffic is equal to the
amount of downlink traffic. This might be true for voice
applications (mobile phone), but is in general not true for
applications running on a mobile computer. For these
applications the downlink traffic in general will use more
bandwidth. The disadvantage of having one large downlink
packet (phase grouping) then becomes even more apparent.

Implementation

We have implemented a test-bed of the network
interface that we used to experiment with the various
techniques and mechanisms for e.g. error control and MAC
protocol. Notice that the test-bed is designed to evaluate the
energy-efficiency of designs, and is not designed for low-
power. The actual implementation of the test-bed is
therefore primarily designed to be flexible, and suitable for
experimenting with various design alternatives. Because of
this, the implementation test-bed used various flexible, but
certainly not low-power components (i.e. we have used
Xilinx FPGAs). Figure 8 shows a photograph of the
network interface implementation.

Figure 8: Network interface implementation.

We use a WaveLAN modem as the physical layer. The
WaveMODEM is a RF module that converts a serial
transmit data stream from the host into Radio Frequency
(RF) modulated signals. The raw data rate is 2 Mb/s. The
modem provides the basic functionality to send and receive

frames of data. It does not include a MAC protocol, but
provides signalling information like carrier sense.

Table 1 presents measurements of the power
consumption of the testbed network interface. In it, we
distinguish the power consumption of the wireless modem
and the total power consumption (i.e. including the network
interface).

Table 1: Power consumption testbed network interface.

Operating mode Power modem
[mW]

Total power
[mW]

power off 0 285

sleep 35 320

idle 1325 1610

receive 1345 1630

transmit 1380 1665

In the analysis made we assumed that the transitions of
the operating modes of the modem were instantaneous with
respect to the power consumption. However, this is not true
in practical implementations. In order to evaluate whether
our assumptions were valid and adequate, we performed
several measurements on our testbed. Figure 9 shows three
transitions of the operating mode: sleep to idle, idle to
sleep, and power off to sleep.

As can be seen in Figure 9, a sleep to idle transition
consumes significantly more energy than in the idle steady
state for approximately 796 µs. On the other hand, this
might be compensated by the energy savings during the
idle to sleep transition. The figure also shows that the
power-off to sleep mode transition already reaches the
power consumption of the sleep steady state within 1700
µs. This is thus well within the 200 ms that is required for
the modem to reach its operational (sleep) state. These
measurements thus show that the assumptions made for the
analysis are approximately valid and adequate.
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Figure 9: Modem operating state transitions.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have analysed a TDMA MAC traffic
scheduling strategy that is aimed for a high energy
efficiency. The mobile grouping strategy reduces the
number of operating mode transitions between
transmitting, receiving, idle, and sleep, and minimises the
on time of the mobile transceivers. The traffic scheduler
schedules all traffic according to the QoS requirements and
tries to minimise the number of transitions the mobile has
to make. It schedules the traffic of a mobile such that all
downlink and uplink connections are grouped into packets,
taking into account the limitations imposed by the QoS of
the connections. Traditionally, the MAC scheduler uses a
frame that has an uplink phase in which mobiles have to
transmit, and a downlink phase in which mobiles can
receive data.

We have shown that with our scheduling strategy the
mobile can sleep for a significant longer time than with the
traditional scheduling strategies, and can thus save a
considerable amount of energy. The disadvantage is that
the channel efficiency is lower. However, we believe that
for battery-powered mobile multimedia computing devices,
performance sufficiency (using a QoS framework) and
energy efficiency will become the predominant
requirements for wireless communication.

With small numbers of mobiles, mobile grouping has a
small overhead while allowing a large sleep period. The
current trend in mobile multimedia computing is to have
ever smaller transmission areas (pico-cellular systems).
This not only saves energy because the transmitters can be
low powered, it also provides a high aggregate bandwidth
since it needs to be shared with only several mobiles.
Mobile grouping is particularly suited for these small area
systems, because the number of mobiles is relatively small,
and there is sufficient bandwidth available.

We have implemented a highly adaptive network
interface and a MAC protocol that is based on mobile
grouping. It provides support for diverse traffic types and
QoS while achieving a good energy efficiency of the
wireless interface of the mobile. The scheduler of the base
station is responsible for providing the connections on the
wireless link the required QoS and tries to minimise the
amount of energy spend by the mobile. Most of the
resulting energy waste comes from the relatively long
transition times between the various operating modes of
current wireless radio’s. Minimising these transition times
in future radio designs will be beneficial and will further
reduce the energy consumption significantly.
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